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Making the case for data collection 

In developing regions, this data is needed to 
change the lives of the billions at the bottom. 



The state of data collection 

patient records on paper health worker with phone 

We can do better than paper based forms, 
unstructured data and archaic phones. 



Google can collect data, too 

We have many of the tools to address these problems 
and building the solutions aligns with .org's mission. 



Building open and extensible tools 

ODK Collect - a client which 
runs on Android and provides 
rich data gathering 

ODK Aggregate - a server on 
App Engine which provides a 
scalable store 



Deployment driven design 

- Partner: Grameen Foundation AppLab in Uganda  

- Application: Survey to evaluate Farmer’s Friend, a Google 
SMS-based farming database.  

- Scale: 20 phone operators that send the SMS for farmers in 
mostly remote regions. 1000 surveys expected. 

- Goal: Evaluate functionality of first version, understand user 
interface issues, experience with local infrastructure. 

























Deployment results so far  
- 1100+ submitted responses in five months from 17 SPOs. 

- Instead of the one survey, Grameen is now using it to evaluate 
three more applications. 

- Lessons learned are feeding the next version.  

"The G1 survey process is realtime as opposed 
to the paper forms where we had to wait for a 
month to be picked up by AppLab." 
-- SPO  
"I'd say Surveyor has probably put us off paper 
for good!" 
 -- Country Director  



Demo Video 



Upcoming deployment 

- Partner: AMPATH/OpenMRS in Eldoret, Kenya 

- Application: HIV home counseling and testing 

- Scale: 300 devices being used to counsel two million people 
over two years.  

- Goal: Evaluate scalability of client and server as well as 
flexibility of code base for local developers. Building connector 
to OpenMRS. 



http://go/odk 

Developers Wanted 


